I understand that my Financial Aid may be adversely affected by this change and I take responsibility for having investigated the impact of this change on my Financial Aid. (It is suggested that you speak with a Financial Aid Counselor.)

Signature ___________________________________________ Date ______________________________

☐ CHECK HERE IF YOU WANT YOUR NON-RCC COLLEGE TRANSCRIPTS RE-EVALUATED FOR TRANSFER CREDIT BECAUSE OF THIS CHANGE.

Degree Sheet Year _______ (optional).

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS (AA) DEGREES
- AA COM Communication Media Arts
- AA LIBARTS-ENG Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - English Track
- AA LIBARTS-GEN Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - General Studies Track
- AA LIBARTS-HIS Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - History Track
- AA LIBARTS-MTS Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - Honors Track
- AA LIBARTS-POL Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - Political Sci Track
- AA LIBARTS-PSY Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - Psychology Track
- AA LIBARTS-SOC Liberal Arts & Science: Humanities & Social Science - Sociology Track
- AA MATHSCI-MAT Liberal Arts & Science: Math & Science - Math Track
- AA SPE-COM Liberal Arts & Science: Speech/Communication - Comm Theory Track
- AA SPE-JOU Liberal Arts & Science: Speech/Communication - Journalism Track
- AA SPE-PER Liberal Arts & Science: Speech/Communication - Performance Track
- AA SPE-PAT Liberal Arts & Science: Speech/Communication - Speech Pathology Track
- AA PER-DAN Performing Arts - Dance Track
- AA PER-MTH Performing Arts - Musical Theater Track
- AA PER-MUS Performing Arts - Music Track
- AA PER-THT Performing Arts - Theater Track

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE (AS) DEGREES
- AS ACCAS Accounting
- AS BUS Business: Business Administration
- AS CISR Computer Information Systems
- AS CHS Corporate and Homeland Security
- AS CRJR Criminal Justice
- AS ENR-AER Engineering Science - Aerospace/Mechanical Track
- AS ENR-BIO Engineering Science - Biomedical/Chemical Track
- AS ENR-CIV Engineering Science - Civil Engineering Track
- AS ENR-ENV Engineering Science - Environment Track
- AS ENR-IND Engineering Science - Industrial Engineering Track
- AS ENT Entrepreneurship
- AS ENV Environmental Science
- AS FIART Fine Arts
- AS FIR Fire Science Technology
- AS EHP Human Performance Studies

OVER
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE (AS) DEGREES continued

- AS INTAS  International Business
- AS AE-ART  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Adolescence Education - Art Education Track
- AS AE-BIO  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Adolescence Education - Biology Track
- AS AE-CHM  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Adolescence Education - Chemistry Track
- AS AE-ENG  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Adolescence Education - English Track
- AS AE-HIS  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Adolescence Education - History Track
- AS AE-MAT  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Adolescence Education - Math Track
- AS CE-ART  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Childhood Education - Art Track
- AS CE-BIO  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Childhood Education - Biology Track
- AS CE-ENG  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Childhood Education - English Track
- AS CE-HIS  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Childhood Education - History Track
- AS CE-MAT  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Childhood Education - Math Track
- AS ECE-ART  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Early Childhood Education - Art Track
- AS ECE-BIO  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Early Childhood Education - Biology Track
- AS ECE-HIS  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Early Childhood Education - History Track
- AS ECE-MAT  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Early Childhood Education - Math Track
- AS MATHSCI-BIO  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Math and Science - Biology Track
- AS MATHSCI-CHM  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Math and Science - Chemistry Track
- AS MATHSCI-MTS  Liberal Arts & Sciences: Math and Science - Honors Track
- AS MKTAS  Marketing
- AS NURPC  Nursing*
- AS PHOTO  Photography
- AS PBH  Public Health

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE (AAS) DEGREES

- AAS AUTO  Automotive Technology
- AAS ACCT  Business: Accounting
- AAS BUS  Business: Business Administration
- AAS ENT  Business: Entrepreneurship
- AAS MKT  Business: Marketing
- AAS OFFICE  Business: Office Technologies
- AAS CSS  Computer Support Services
- AAS CYB  Cyber Security
- AAS EMG  Emergency Management
- AAS FIRE  Fire Protection Technology
- AAS GRDES  Graphic Design & Computer Graphics
- AAS GRB  Green Building Maintenance & Management
- AAS HOS-HOS  Hospitality and Tourism-Hospitality Track
- AAS HOS-TRT  Hospitality and Tourism-Travel & Tourism Track
- AAS OTPC  Occupational Therapy Assistant*
- AAS PLG  Paralegal Studies

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

- CERT BKG  Bookkeeping/Office Administration
- CERT OFFICE  Business: Office Technologies
- CERT CAD  Computer Assisted Design (CAD)
- CERT COMPUTER  Computer Info Systems/Computer Support
- CERT WEB  Computer Web Development
- CERT CUL  Culinary Arts
- CERT CHILD  Early Childhood Development
- CERT ENT  Entrepreneurship
- CERT FIT  Fitness Specialist
- CERT PLG  Paralegal Studies

NEWLY APPROVED DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE  Please specify ________________________________

Note: *Contact Stem and Health Professions, Nursing or Occupational Therapy for admissions information.